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Mini Super Sport DiSk
Hey, these rackets are round, is that right? Well, when it comes to 
Mini Super Sport Disks, round is right and beautiful as well! Hand-
somely designed 12 in. diameter rackets with a super stretchy but 
durable elastic center and foam rim. Hold the rim with one or both 
hands to catch, bounce or shoot a ball over 100 ft. Comes in a set 
of 2 rackets with one ball. Can be used with almost any type ball 
but water balloons and koosh balls work very well. Try using the 
Sport Disk to play modified volleyball, tennis or baseball. Go for 
distance or accuracy. Throw it, catch it like a frisbee; great beach 
toy, it floats! Lightweight material and large “sweet spot” on net 
makes this a very successful racket.   M6676   

“The skilled and coordinated use of two hands/arms/
sides of the body at the same time is encouraged and 
developed as your child plays with and practices these 
activities.”

ZooMball 
with foaM 
cuShionS 
Larger and longer version of the classic 
Zipper. This ball is 7 inches long and travels back and 
forth along an 18 foot length of rope.  To reduce fear and 
force associated with any incoming balls hitting handles,  
small foam balls can be threaded onto each line acting as 
a bumper between the easy grip handles and the propelled 
ball.  This tricky therapeutic piece of equipment provides a 
total body workout. Great for adults as well as children. 

b2458   

face fly
beanbagS
These flying beanbags are 
made from brightly colored 
durable nylon scarves. Lit-
tle hands can readily grasp and throw the lightweight bean bag 
“head” or the flowing tails. Throw for distance, aim at a target, 
spin one, spin two, pass them in circle, play catch with a part-
ner or by yourself, juggle, etc. Endless play possibilities with 
this set of 6 in 6 different colors.          Q5031  

tubation 
Fun, successful, early construc-
tion set of 40 colored unbreak-
able ABS plastic tubes. Four 
“pipe like” shapes readily fit 
together encouraging creations 
both big and small! Almost as 
much fun to take apart as to 
build. Comes in a great box with 
take along handle. 

b0532   

purpllinker
The PurplLinker capitalizes on the 
perennial fun generations of kids 
have had playing with an old-fash-

ioned carpenter’s ruler.   Follow the patterns provided to create 
capital letters from A-Z, numbers 0-9, and a multitude of simple 
to complex shapes.  Play as a typical design copy activity or 
accept the additional challenge of folding the Linker arms so 
the correct number of holes on each arm is visible.  If the num-
ber of holes in your shape is different than the number of holes 
on the pattern, then you must refold the shape.  A wonderfully 
compact, take along tool that challenges visual and motor skills 
while helping develop motor planning activities. 

b8929   
orbo
Orbo, the snap and match 
puzzle ball!  Baseball sized 
orb comes with 13 holes, 12 of 
which have different colored 
balls resting in them.  Players 
must push the balls out of one 
hole and get it to “snap” into 
another hole.  This continues 
until all the balls are resting 
in the hole ringed in the same 
color.  One hole is unringed 
and will remain empty.  When 
complete, mix it up and do it again!  Hands, eyes, patience 
and planning all get a real work out with colorful little Orbo.

b3312  

chopper SQuaDron
Great bilateral motor activ-
ity where one hand holds the 
power base the other hand 

pulls the power launcher… sending 
one of 4 small plastic helicopters flying 
and/or spinning away! Also great for 
working on arm strength, visual track-
ing and reflex inhibition.

b1872  
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bloco
builDing Set
The models you create 
with Bloco are all amaz-
ing! Whether you follow 
one of the patterns or 
create something of your 
own design, your efforts 
will be rewarded. Color-
ful pieces of high density 
foam are held together 
with plastic figure eight 
shaped connectors. In-
struction sheet breaks 

down the large constructions so they are built section by section. 
Quantity of each part needed for that section is provided to help 
with organization. Presenting the directions in this manner allows 
even younger children to successfully build. The finished products 
are truly awesome providing each builder with a satisfying “I did 
that” moment. A wonderful way for children and adults to work on 
visual perception and fine motor skills.
 b1325   Dragons & reptiles    Discontinued

lacing neeDleS
Get a set of 5, blunt -ended plastic needles to 
use for all your lacing needs. The 3” long nee-
dle provides greater stability and so increased 
lacing success.        b4134  (set of 5) $2.95

beaD Stick
A most versatile piece of equipment. Hold the dowel at the end cap 
and place beads over the tip. Bead stringing now becomes an activity 
for young and old. Great for bilateral coordination, range of motion,  
upper extremity stability and in-hand manipulation. Can be easier to 
work with than floppy laces. Will work with most size beads.

b6711  (set of 2)

long tip laceS Set 
You can never have enough laces! 
These are 36 inches long and have 
an extra long plastic tip for greater 
success. You get 2 in a set so make 
sure you have some with all of your 
lacing materials.         b4033   $1.50

wooDen 
Stringing beaD Set
This set consists of over 200 
quality ½” wooden beads and 
8 colorful laces packed in a 
sectioned wooden tray with 
slide on Plexi-glass cover. The 
uppercase letter beads are 
natural wood while the shapes 
are colorfully painted. Multiples 
of each letter are provided to 
allow more than one player at 

a time. A visually exciting product for all ages. Facilitates fine 
motor control, bilateral coordination, sequencing, letter recog-
nition, spelling, design copy and more!  b1762   Discontinued

fun Specialty  
Stringing beaDS
Bored with your standard beads? 
Add life, color and pizzazz to a 
classic developmental activity 
with this new set. At approxi-
mately 1 inch, these brightly col-
ored, high quality plastic beads 
are a good, challenging size for   hands. Set includes 48   beads, 
12 in each of 4 categories: transportation, safari animals, marine 
life; pets, and 100 multi-colored pony beads for use as spacers. 
Great for stringing, sorting, patterns, in-hand manipulation, tool use 
and classifying. The possibilities are endless. A perfect pairing with 
our handy bead stick!    
               b9922   

ManuScript 
Stringing letterS
Beading fun with letters!  These 3/4” capital letters are 
3-dimensional, so you can feel all the bumps and curves. 
Each letter has a hole through its side. This allows the 
laced letters to hang unobstructed in correct reading 
orientation.  Set includes 288 pieces in primary colored 
plastic – so there’s lots to share. Try standing letters on 
a tabletop, push into clay or sort by color or shape us-
ing our new tweezers or other hand tools.  (Laces not 
included).          b4112   uppercase letters  
  b4189   lowercase letters  

interlox
Build, design, 
create with these 

2 inch square 
translucent panels in 
5 beautiful colors.  No 
hardware or other mate-
rials needed.  Simply line 
up the slots in the edges 
of 2 pieces and push to-
gether.  Create buildings, 

robots or stained glass-like pieces of modern art.  Some 
design ideas provided on packaging.  96 pieces provide 
a great bilateral, fine motor and motor planning workout.  
Some builders find the perpendicular positioning of the pan-
els challenging both physically and perceptually.

b2389   
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pfot ”cut-awayS”
fastening aids
The best training aid around. More functional than dressing toys, “cut-
aways” allows you to actually practice buttoning and zipping anytime any-
where. With velcro collar and waistband and no back panel, “cut-aways” 
are one size fits all and easy to stuff in a therapy bag. Neutral print cotton 
is machine washable.

M7090     large buttons       
 4 large buttons with slightly larger 
button holes to facilitate success 
while learning motor pattern.

M7092  Multi-size buttons     
6 buttons, (2 large, 2 medium, 2 small) 
with appropriate sized buttonholes.

M7094  Separating Zipper   
A full size separating zipper front. 

M7096 Snap open - close  

M7099  original  3 piece set  
Large button, multi-button and zipper.

M7097 complete 4 piece set 
Both buttons, zipper and snap

Supercatch
Greatest ball game ever - it should be 
called Sure Catch! Far superior to all other 
velcro mitt and ball games. Well construct-
ed of durable hard plastic and brightly 
colored velcro. Roll it, throw it, bounce it, 
play alone or in groups - it’s hard to miss! 
Develops hand/finger strength, builds eye-
hand coordination and promotes self es-
teem. Set includes 2 paddles and a velcro 
plush tennis-sized ball. Extra Supercatch 
balls are especially useful for independent 
play.         b1401      

 extra ball     b1402      

the Zipper
Classic two player toy for developing bilat-
eral coordination, team work, timing, arm 
and hand strength and endurance. Soft 
5” ball with approximately 7 feet of string. 
Smaller size makes it easier for indoor use 
and for fitting in therapy bags.   

 b6905  

Jaw boneS
Build a model or create a piece of art with 
this new construction system. Each storage 
jar is filled with 100 brightly colored plastic 

pieces that have been carefully researched and engineered to fit 
together securely while providing the most fun, functional and versa-
tile connections. Pieces ratchet, swivel and snap together in count-
less ways providing hours of fine motor, bilateral and motor planning 
play. Instruction booklet with 14 detailed project plans is included. 
  b5611   

caribbean 
DruMS
No drum sticks, just fingers needed to 
play these authentic sounding miniature 
steel drums.  Create some cool tropical 
sounds or just tap out a tune to your own 
inner drummer.  Try labeling each section 
and have player duplicate a pattern.  Full 
scale represented so the sky is the limit!  
Features record/playback and freestyle 
functions.  Batteries required.  Great size 
for travel or therapy bags.  Work on finger 
isolation, bilateral coordination, sequenc-
ing, rhythm and response speed, all while 
having a fun little jam session!

b1500  

froggy toSS
Young child version of our classic 
Supercatch (B1401), velcro catching 
game. But Froggy Toss has 2 soft 
mitts and 2 soft balls. No one gets hurt 
but everyone gets to practice their 
catching and throwing skills.     b1757   
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MonDo gertie ball
Same easy to blow up de-
sign but  in a larger, easier 
to catch size.  Great for 
beginning catch and throw 
activities.  Soft and non-
threatening, 20” dia. 
               t2703  Discontinued 

The one and only corrugat-
ed plastic tubes that make 
an amazing, addicting 
sound when pulled open 
and pushed together. 8 
inch long, vibrantly colored 
pipes expand to 3’ when 
fully expanded. Pipes can 
be linked together and bent 
to form twisted designs and 
marble mazes (sorry-no 
marble included). Great for 

developing hand, finger and arm strength, hand stability, bilateral coordina-
tion, motor planning and visual and auditory attending.  12 pipes to a set. 

b8701  assorted colors     
b8702  all clear pipes        
b8704  1 of each set          

accorDion pipeS

gertie ball
Very unique soft tacky texture 
makes these safe and easy catch  
for young children. 9” ball comes 
with straw for easy inflate and de-
flate.          t2701     

nobbie gertie ball
2 color gertie with little  green 
nobbies covering the surface. 
Adds visual and tactile inter-
est. Soft and nonthreatening, 
but very visually alerting! 
     t2704    

buZZ Saw
This high quality whizzer is made with wooden 
handles and a leather wheel. It requires bilateral 
hand use and coordinated and properly timed 
movements of the arms to keep things going.    
      b4303    

Mini buMpy gertie 
5” dia. comes pre-inflated and covered 
with mini bumps.             t2720   

ZoobS
Zoob is the great-
est snap, click and 
pop together toy! 
Pieces come in 5 
slightly different 
shapes and 5 col-
ors, and all interact 
with each other. Zoobs are intrinsically easy to use, 
so kids are not intimidated by complex connections. 
Simply push together and pull apart! And once to-
gether the pieces can move and rotate, increasing 
play value. Unlimited, open-ended building poten-
tial spurs the imagination but the 40 piece travel 
set does come with directions for some amazing 
creations, as well as a clear vinyl carry case with 
shoulder strap. There is also a special piece that 
provides a stable base for building or standing your 
constructions. Perfect, success oriented construc-
tion toy will also improve hand and arm strength, 

motor planning 
and bilateral 

coordination!  
b0441   

SenSory ball
It’s the perfect sized ball (7 
inches) covered in perfect 
little nubs. Provides strong 
tactile input when thrown, 
caught, rolled, grasped or 
hugged. These balls are a 
sensory sensation!

t2707   

textureD pop beaD
Easy to grasp, easy to snap, these textured beads 
are just the right transition size between our extra 
large snap beads for infants and preschoolers, 
(E8322) (E4403) and our more challenging sets 
of stars, hearts and bears (P9903). 100 beautiful-
ly crafted colorful beads in reusable plastic tube. 
Great for refining hand skills, shaping arches of 
the hand, and reinforcing bilateral hand skills.
       b3639  

accorDion pipe acceSSory kit 
By popular request, we have put together some of our favorite materials (2 end 
stoppers, 6 marbles, die and game ideas)  b8703  Accessory kit   
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tornaDo Spinner
This action toy is hard to 
describe but harder to put 
down! One hand holds the 
bottom ring, while other 
hand grasps the wooden 
bead, then gently and quick-
ly pushes up, releasing the 
bead before spinner reaches 
the top. This sends the tor-
nado, made of colorful my-
lar strips into action. Up, up, 
around, around, then lightly 
back down, ready to start 
again. Some say it looks like 
hot glass blowing. Great for 
bilateral hand skills, grading 
of movements, fine grasp, 
and visual tracking. So sim-
ple to operate, yet fascinat-
ing to watch! 
     b2601    

turbo top tower
You get 5 colorful tops in graduated 
sizes and one wind-up launcher. 
Wind top onto launcher in a clock-
wise motion until you feel resistance 
build. Hold firmly in one or 2 hands, 
push release button and watch the 

tops take off.  Best results when launcher is held straight 
and just above table surface. Increase the challenge and 
try to get all 5 rotating at the same time or if you are brave, 
try stacking them.  Can you get all 5 towered?    

b6435  

fun to faSten DreSS upS
These are almost too good to be true! Adorable dress 
up outfits designed with realistic details to foster pretend 
play and language skills while also developing dressing 
and fastening skills. Three different careers and fasteners 
represented in each set (buttons, snap & zipper). All are 
highly durable, made from a machine washable cotton 
blend fabric. One size only, fits children from 2-7 years 
or possibly older. Matching hats included. Perfect item 

for preschool, day care 
and at home dress up 
areas. Dress Ups also make great Halloween 
costumes.
 b9906 Set a                
  (construction, fireman, artist) 
 b9919  Set b                
   (Doctor, chef, Vet)
  
 
 b9986  one button Dress up  
 b9988  one Zipper Dress up   
 b9987  one Snap  Dress up     

ZooMorphS
Built for years of successful play, 
Zoomorphs are durable, high quality, 

snap together animals. Set includes 40 
interchangeable pieces that push togeth-
er to form 4 realistic or fantasy creatures. 

Highly detailed with lots of color and texture 
any construction 
will look good. 
Helps develop 
hand strength, 
imagination and 
body awareness.    
b9385  
 DIscontinued 

foaM flyer 
helicopter
Up, up and away it goes! 
This soft, lightweight, 
foam helicopter really 
flies. Hold the launcher 

in one hand, place the copter on 
the connector, then pull the re-
tractable string and watch it go! 
Great for bilateral coordination 
and visual tracking. The smooth 
and simple mechanism makes 
this a motivating and successful 
toy for indoor and outdoor use. 

(Supervision is recommended for this and all 
flying toys!)                       b6931   Discontinued 

toMy 
conStructableS
This simple construction set is per-
fect for kids ages 3 and up. The 18 
big chunky pieces actually transform 
into a motorized, plane, train, he-
licopter and race car…or try build-
ing a vehicle of your own design. 
Beautifully crafted, the pieces push 

together to form sturdy con-
structions with twirling pro-
pellers, turning wheels and 
a smoke stack that spins. 
Great for motor planning 
and bilateral coordination. 
Batteries required.

                                                             b0534  Discontinued
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threaD heaDS
This friendly family of four just loves to 
change their look! Simply unscrew all 
the interchangeable ez thread blocks 
and then re-thread them a different 
way. Make little brother taller than 
Dad or dress Mom all in red. Beautiful 
solid wood blocks give the hands and 
arms a real bilateral workout. Heir-
loom quality, you will have them for 
years to come.      e3793  Discontinued 

Zoob – the gaMe
Award winning construction toy is now 
an exciting, new board game! Players 
move around the board collecting zoob 
pieces and race to build the secret Zoob 
creation on their card. Comes with 27 
Zoob creation cards and 
37 Zoob pieces. Great 
for design copy, motor 
planning, bilateral coordi-
nation and arm and hand 
strengthening! 
                   b4581 Discontinued  tricky fingerS 

All cheer the return of this wonderfully 
tricky game!  Standard set includes 2 
individual playing boards and a set of 
14 design cards. Great for classroom 
activity centers and group work.This 
modern classic of a game requires 
movement of 16 colored balls within 
the self-contained box. Patterns are 
duplicated by moving balls from holes 
in the bottom of the board. Helps de-
velop kinesthetic awareness of fingers, 
bilateral and perceptual motor skills. 
Play individually or have races.   

b4404    
   

baby SoDa bottleS
You get 3 large clear plastic test tubes 
with soda bottle caps to keep them 
tightly closed. Perfect for securely 
storing pegs, pennies and other small 
manipulative. Great “put in” containers 
when using tweezers or tongs and as 
bottom is not flat but rounded, it must 
be held, facilitating bilateral hand use.  
 p6127       3 pc set
 p6129    15 pc set   

carD holDer
Allows children as young as 3 to hold and 
organize cards, without the cards being 
bent, dropped or shown inadvertently. 
Ends frustration for both adult and child 
and makes cards fun again for the whole 
family!  You may need more than one.  
         b9831    

hex peg
Exciting new twist on the classic geoboard game 
where rubber bands are stretched around posts 
to create shapes and designs. In this version, the 
large 6 sided board has 37 posts interspersed 
with 54 peg holes; additionally there are 54 pegs 
in 4 colors. Players take turns stretching bands 
across 4 posts making straight lines. Each line 
must be attached to a previously made line by 
at least one post. As lines are attached players 

attempt to form triangle shapes with one peg hole in the middle. The peg hole 
is then filled with one of their pegs. Person with the most pegs on the board is 
the winner. As an added bonus, Hex Peg also includes a set of design cards. 
Copy the placement of pegs and rubber bands to duplicate the pattern. A seri-
ously valuable tool for working on bilateral and fine motor coordination, visual 
perception and visual planning.               b0112  
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